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This paper explores some of the semantic relations between verbs in V+V incorpora-
tion structures in the Kiowa language1 and the consequences for a compositional semantics.
1. The variety in Kiowa verb incorporation
1.1 Polysynthesis and verb decomposition
The semantics of verb incorporation (VI) is a crucial yet understudied aspect of word-
building, made even more crucial by recent developments decomposing verbs based on
event structure and argument structure. Kiowa verbs allow many kinds of root building with
adverbials (1), nouns (2), and verbs (3). Incorporated stems are glossed XC for ‘combining’.
(1) Yáucáui
jÓkÓj
young woman
èm bôgùnmàu.
èm−bô:+gùn−mÒ
S/R−alwaysC+dance−IPFV
‘The young woman was always dancing.’
(2) Gà máungòp.
éà−mÓn+gòp
1S/S−handC+hit.PFV
‘I slapped/punched him.’
*Thanks to my Kiowa consultants: Delores Harragarra, Dorothy Delaune, Juanita Ahtone, and Martha
Koomsa. Also thanks to Amie Tah-Bone and Joe Dupoint at the Kiowa Cultural Museum, to Yvonne Zotigh
at the Elders Center, to the Kiowa Culture and Language Revitalization Program, to Gus Palmer Jr, Dane
Poolaw, and the librarians at the Oklahoma Historical Society. This project is funded by NSF grant #BCS-
1664431. Finally, thanks for the feedback from audiences at the Research in Field Linguistics group at KU.
1Endonym Cáuij`̄o
¯
gà [kÓj.t`̃o:.éæ̀]. ISO: kio. Kiowa-Tanoan group, spoken in Oklahoma. EGIDS: 8/9.
Kiowa examples are in the Parker McKenzie orthography (McKenzie & Meadows 2001, Watkins & Har-
bour 2010), with phonemic IPA glossing underneath, following Leipzig conventions except where noted, and
in verb agreement prefixes, where the following conventions are used: 1: 1st person, 2: 2nd person, other-
wise 3rd. D: dual, E: empathetic plural, I: inverse number, P: plural, R: reflexive, S: singular. A- subject, A/B-
agent/object, A:B- subj:dative, A/B:C- agt/obj/dat
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(3) Yáucáui
jÓkÓj
young woman
án j´̄o
¯
m´̄augàu.
án−t´̃o:+mÓ:gÒ
P:S−speakC+〈come easy〉
‘The young woman is a good speaker.’
Many aspects of incorporation have been examined in great detail: Adverbials (Travis
2010, Slavin 2017); Nominals (Baker 1988, Van Geenhoven 1998, Farkas & de Swart 2003,
Johns 2007, Dayal 2011, McKenzie ms.); Classifiers (Rushforth 1991, Rice 2000); but not
verbs. So the basic questions here are three: What semantic structures do distinct V+V
formations build? How do we fill in gaps in compositionality? What range of possibilities
exists? I don’t offer complete solutions in this paper, but rather, the beginning of deeper
lines of inquiry.
1.2 The nature of Kiowa verb incorporation
Kiowa verbs are the only required portion of a sentence (Watkins 1984). Incorporated stems
fall between the pronominal prefix/proclitic and main stem, which determines argument
structure.
(4) Prefix − Incorporated stem(s) + Main stem = Auxiliary − Inflection
Several pieces of evidence show that the combination of stems clearly forms one prosodic
unit. Speakers write it as one word, even in home orthographies. In the prosody, the first
high tone of a word is highest, with subsequent high tones at lower pitches. Also, falling
tone, some pronominals, and most compounded stems trigger low tone for the rest of the
‘word’.
(5) a. Simple: èm b´̄o
¯
j´̄au ‘I will see you’
b. Incorporated: èm tháuib`̄o
¯
j`̄au ‘I might happen to see you’
c. Falling tone: èm âuib`̄o
¯
j`̄au ‘I’ll see you again’ (a common valediction)
d. Low-tone trigger: bá àuib`̄o
¯
j`̄au ‘We’ll see him again’
In the morphology, incorporated and compounded forms often differ from free ones:
(6) hâfè ([hâ:pè]) ‘pick up’→ tâfè ([thâ:pè]) ‘pick upC’
a. dé hâfèj`̄au ‘I will pick it up’
b. yá
¯
tâfè+f`̄ejòp [pick upC+try] ‘I’m trying/striving to pick it up’
c. són+`̄a
¯
+t`̄afè [grassC+haulC+pick up/NOM] ‘hay truck’
Semantic types of Verb Incorporation
I focus on semantics, skipping the syntactic structures, for three reasons. First, the wide
variety of processes proposed for building complex verbs, most of which involve PF pro-
cesses, make it difficult to start there (Mithun 1984, Baker 1988, 1996, 2009, Compton &
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Pittman 2010, Barrie & Mathieu 2015). Second, the semantics of incorporation/pseudo-
incorporation is underexplored outside of object nouns (Van Geenhoven 1998, Farkas &
de Swart 2003, Dayal 2011, Borik & Gehrke 2015), and third, this project contributes to a
semantic reference grammar I am currently making for Kiowa.
The table in (7) lists many of the different kinds of meanings found in the combina-
tion of two verb stems. For brevity, this paper will focus on just three more: control-like
incorporation, tough-constructions, and result statives. I propose that for these, a mediat-
ing relation links the semantics of the two verbs, suggesting that despite the many distinct
apparent structures, many of these constructions might actually have a similar LF.
(7) Partial list of V+V incorporation types in Kiowa
Type Kiowa example gloss English translation
manner kúi+b`̄au dragC+bring ‘drag in’
depictive t´̄au+f´̄e+qùigà hungerC+deadC+fall ‘fall dead from hunger’
conjunctive kı̂n+q`̄au coughC+be lying ‘lie down coughing’
aspectual sál+háun be hotC+come to end ‘cool off’
degree sál+´̄o
¯
be hotC+be pleasant ‘be nice and hot’
causative táp+`̄a
¯
um`̄e be dryC+make ‘dry’ (tr).
inchoative táp+àumgà be dryC+make.ANTIC ’dry out’ (intr.)
comitative f`̄au+h´̄ebà bringC+enter ‘bring in/take in’
pretty-constr. f´̄o
¯
+th´̄agà seeC+be good ‘be good-looking’
tough-constr. têm+còt breakC+be strong ‘hard to break’
result state têm+d`̄au breakC+be ‘be broken’
subject control têm+àund`̄au breakC+want ‘want to break’ (tr.)
object control têm+d`̄auf`̄e breakC+ask.PFV ‘ask to break’
2. Control-like incorporation
A common productive form of verb incorporation involves an incorporated verb (or phrase)
interpreted as a control or purpose structure.
(8) Èm cúnchàn.
èm−kún+tsàn
2S−danceC+arrive.PFV
‘You came to dance.’
(9) Áuh`̄au
ÓhÒ:
there
à thàumf´̄o
¯
b`̄a.
à−[t’Òm+f´̃o:]+bà:
1S−firstC+seeC+go.PFV
‘I went there to see you/him/her/it/them first’
The lower verb’s argument DP is extraposed if expressed at all, perhaps due to a con-
straint requiring DPs and VPs to be spelled out as one prosodic word.
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(10) Àuzá̄̀ı
Òzá.̀ı:
udder
à kâuth`̄au.
à−khÔ:+t’Ò:
1S−getC+want
‘I want to get the udder!’ (Harrington 1946)
The embedded event is not entailed, but is possible (11), leading to a gap in composi-
tion: The two verbs have distinct events and distinct possible worlds, so their denotations
cannot be conjoined, simply or otherwise.
(11) Delores
D.
Delores
à f´̄o
¯
chàn,
à−p´̃o:+tsàn
1S−seeC+arrive.PFV
né
né
but
háun
hÓn
not
gà b´̄o
¯
mâu.
éæ̀−b´̃o:−mÔ:
1S/S−see−NEG
‘I came to see Delores, but I didn’t see her.’
In order to capture the truth-conditions compositionally, I have proposed in previous
work (McKenzie ms.) that a mediating relation is required to link the meanings of the verb
and the embedded VP.
(12)
VP2 MR
V1◦
In the case of control, a particular mediating relation involving control (call it MC) relies
on the fact that the embedded verb is the product of an attitude associated with the main
verb’s event. That attitude has content accessible via a content function from objects to
their content (cp. Moulton 2009, 2015). The event comes true in worlds where that content
holds.
(13) Attitude associated to an event
For any event e, let ae be the attitude held by the agent of e associated with the
motivation of e.
(14) J MC K = λPs,wtλesλww. ∀w′
[
w′ ∈ contentw(ae)→
∃e′[ agent(holder(ae))(e′)(w′) = 1 & P(e′)(w′) = 1 ]
]
READ: In all worlds where the content associated to e holds, there is an event of P
whose agent is the holder of that content.
(15)
u
wwwww
vx1 b´̄o¯〈see〉
MC
chán
〈arrive〉
}

~
=
λxeλesλww. arrive(x)(e)(w) = 1 &
∀w′
 w′ ∈ contentw(ae)→
∃e′
[
agent(holder(ae))(e′)(w′)
& see(x1)(e′)(w′)
] 
READ: e is an event of x arriving in w, and in all
worlds where the content associated to e holds,
there is an event of seeing x1 whose agent is the
holder of that content.
Control-like incorporation interacts with noun incorporation in a curious way: It li-
censes object incorporation. Kiowa generally allows noun incoporation except for objects
(Watkins 1984, Adger et al. 2009), (16). Yet, the object noun of an incorporated verb is
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freely incorporable (17).
(16) * Á−àulh`̄a
¯
uh`̄aug`̄a.
á−Òlh`̃O:+hÒ:éæ̀
E/S−moneyC+get.PFV
‘They got money’
(17) á−áulh´̄a
¯
uk`̄aub`̄a.
á−Òlh`̃O:+kÒ:+bà:
E−moneyC+getC+go.PFV
‘They went to get money’
The distribution of object incorporation follows if the content-mediating relation has a
variant (MCB) that binds the verb’s event and noun’s entity, along with their world argu-
ments.
(18)
u
wwwww
v áulh`̄a
¯
u
〈money〉
h´̄au−
〈get〉
MCB
b´̄a
〈go〉
}

~
=
λxeλesλww. go(x)(e)(w) &
∀w′
 w′ ∈ contentw(ae)→
∃e′
[
agent(holder(ae))(e′)(w′) &
∃y[ money(x)(w′) & get(x1)(e′)(w′)]
] 
READ: e is an event of x going in w, and in all worlds where the
content associated to e holds, there is an event of getting some
money whose agent is the holder of that content.
So far we have seen two basic mediating relations, which link an embedded event de-
scription to the attitude motivating the main event.
3. The tough-construction
A second construction is the use of Verb incorporation for simple tough constructions.
More complex ones can be made into clauses.
(19) ´̄E
¯
gàu
´̃e:=gÒ
PROX=INV
´̄adàu
á:−dÒ
stick−INV
è têmcòt.
è−thêm+kòP
I−breakC+be strong
‘This stick is hard to break.’2
(20) ´̄Adàu
á:−dÒ
stick.INV
èt têmjàudè
èP−thêm−tÒ:=dè
P/I−break−MOD=NOM
gà f´̄au.
éæ̀−pÓ:
P−be easy
It was easy for them to break a stick.3
The tough-construction behaves like control-like incorporation in three important ways:
The two verbs have distinct events and possible worlds, and so they cannot be conjoined.
Consequently, another mediating relation is in order. Let’s call it MT
(21)
VP2 MT
V1◦
2PROX = proximate deixis. INV = inverse number; singular with most inanimates.
3MOD = modal. NOM = nominalizer. Expletive arguments trigger P agreement.
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MT fits with recent accounts of the tough-construction in English (Keine & Poole 2017,
Gluckman 2017) that replace movement accounts with a modal operator introducing a
judge, and a binder of the unspoken embedded argument where the apparent gap emerges.
(22) The stick is tough Op1 [ PRO to break x1 ] = ' The stick is such that if someone
tried to break it, such an event would be tough to accomplish.
That part is easy. The hard part is determining exactly what the mediating relation is
doing. It must fulfill at least eight tasks at once:
1. Apply the tough-predicate as a property of events
2. Convert that into a stative property of entities for the main subject
3. Bind the gap entity (not necessarily in Kiowa!)
4. Introduce a modal
5. Place both main and embedded properties in the scope of the modal
6. Quantify over the embedded event
7. Involve a judge of the easiness/toughness
8. Deal with degree semantics
Doing that in full requires a lot more than 1/3 of a proceedings paper, so I’ll sketch
out an approach that ports over the concept of associated attitude: The modal (step 4) and
judging (step 7) go hand-in-hand. The judgment is a mental act, so it involves an attitude
whose content is such that the embedded events are tough, easy, impossible, fast, etc. Let
this attitude be associated in some (admittedly vague) way to a state.
(23) Attitude associated to a state
For any state s, let as, a′s, . . . be a relevant belief tied to s.
What state do we mean? The state holds of the main verb’s argument, and the attitude
associated to it is a judgment about possible events. Perhaps the state is a special kind of
eventuality (24) whose purpose is to bring these judgments along. The meaning of a tough
predicate (25) includes a state, but not a modal— that comes with the mediating relation
(26), which also specifies the tough-predicate’s state as a special state.
(24) Defining a ‘special state’
SpSt(x) = { 〈s, w〉 | s is a state that holds of x in w, and ∃b[ b = as ] }
(25) Tough predicates include a judge argument and take events
J cót K ‘be strong, tough’ = λesλjeλss.λww. tough(e)(j)(s)(w)
READ: s is a state of e being strong according to j in w.
(26) The toughness-mediating relation
J MT K = λPe,swtλQs,wtλxeλssλww. SpSt(x)(s)(w) = 1 &
∀w′
[
w′ ∈ contentw(as)→
∀e[ P(x)(e)(w′)→ Q(e)(holder(as))(w′) ]
]
READ: s is a state of x such that in all worlds w′ where a relevant judgment in w is
accurate, any event of P involving x in w′ is Q according to the holder of as.
It isn’t clear that this mediating relation needs to bind nominal arguments in its scope.
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(27)
u
wwww
v têm−〈break〉
MT
ı́lbé
〈be risky〉
}

~
=
λyeλssλww. SpSt(y)(s)(w) & ∀w′
[
w′ ∈ contentw(as)→
∀e[ break(y)(e)(w′)→ risky(e)(holder(as))(w′) ]
]
READ: s is a state of y such that in all worlds w′ where a relevant judgment in w
is accurate, any event of breaking happening to y in w′ is risky according to the
holder of as.
If this approach is correct, we should see effects related to the addition of a judge argu-
ment, and we do. In Kiowa, attitude predicates (and most psych-predicates) allow the use
of the applicative/dative to introduce the attitude holder. Kiowa lacks case marking, so this
role is only expressed in the agreement.
(28) É
¯
cúntènd`̄au.
´̃e−kún+tèndÒ:
S:1S−danceC+want
‘I want to dance.
(29) Cáuij`̄o
¯
gà
kÓj+t`̃o:−éæ̀
KiowaC+speak−NOM
yá
¯
´̄o
¯
dép.
j ´̃æ−P´̃o:dép
P:1S−like
‘I like the Kiowa language.’
The judge can be added as an applicative argument to the main verb, where the applica-
tive head Appl◦/ATT introduces an attitude holder.4
(30) ´̄Adàu
á:−dÒ
stick−INV
náu têmmàuàudèp.
nÓ−thêm+mÒPÒdèp
I:1S−breakC+be difficult.IPFV
‘I’m having a hard time breaking the stick.’, ‘The stick is hard for me to break.’
(31)
n´̄au
〈me〉
Appl◦/ATT VP
têm−
〈break〉
MT
V◦
máuáudèp
〈be difficult〉
(32) J Appl◦/ATT K = λxλsλw. holder(x)(s)(w)
Objects can be incorporated as well, suggesting a second version (MTB) that binds
entity arguments.
4Since the verb is incorporated, it is impossible to tell if there are intervention effects (Hartman 2012).
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(33) yá
¯
ć̄ıj`̄a
¯
umàuàudèp.
j´̃a−ḱı:+t`̃O:+mÒPÒdèp
P:1S−meatC+cookC+be difficult.IPFV
‘I can’t cook meat.’ (The stove isn’t working)
That version brings us to a total of four mediating relations so far:
• MC : (Subject) control
• MCB : (Subject) control + entity binding
• MT : Tough
• MTB : Tough + entity binding
4. Result statives
Another kind of mediating relation is the result stative, which combines a verb with d´̄au
‘be’ to indicate that the subject has undergone the described event. The combined verb is
always intransitive.
(34) Àucàus´̄a
¯
ubàu
ÒkÒs´̃O:bÒ
window.INV
è s´̄ad`̄au.
è−sá:+dÒ:
I−shatterC+be
‘The window is broken’
(35) Mátàun
máthÒn
girl
è
¯
dámgád`̄au.
`̃e−dáméǽ+dÒ:
D−tire.DETRC+be
‘The (two) girls are tired’5
4.1 Similarities to adjectival passives
We can compare the result state to resultatives and adjectival passives, made with sein
‘be’, which have been greatly examined in German, where they differ from event passives
formed with werden ‘become’.
(36) Die
the
Reifen
tires
werden/sind
become/are
aufgepumpt.
up-pumped
‘The tires [are being/are] inflated’
Adjectival passives are more restricted than event passives, and a wide-ranging litera-
ture (Rapp 1996, Embick 2004, Maienborn 2009, Gehrke 2011) has tried to find the right
balance of lexicon and context that will explain their distribution. I have not yet explored
all the possiblities with Kiowa, but for the key facts, Kiowa V+d´̄au does behave much like
[be V+PTCP] in German and English.
First, only changes of state easily license the construction (37). Second, the incoporated
verb must be transitive or unaccusative (38), and not unergative.
(37) dê ‘be standing’→ *dêd`̄au
5DETR = detransitive (Watkins 1984), which here is anticausative.
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(38) a. = (34) Àucàus´̄a
¯
ubàu è s´̄ad`̄au. ·· ‘The window is broken’
b. = (35) Mátàun è
¯
dámgád`̄au. ·· ‘The (two) girls are tired.’
c. *Mátàun è
¯
xàngàd`̄au. ·· ‘The (two) girls are run.’
Third, result states can occur with simple unaccusatives. In (39), a field of corn sud-
denly grew while a man’s back was turned, what he saw was the result.
(39) Gà b´̄o
¯
hêl
éæ̀−b´̃o:−hêl
S/P−seeP−EVID
n’´̄og’ègáu
n(Ò)=ó::=g(Ò)=(h)ègÓ
and:DS=DIST=PRES=then
´̄etâl
é:thâl
corn
gà qı́´̄ad`̄aum`̄e.
éæ̀−k’́ıPá:+dÒ:mè:
P−growC+be.EVID
‘He looked around and for a long ways (in that direction), the corn had grown.’6
(SIL story No. 14)
Fourth, it is easy to modify the adjectival passive’s result state, but not to modify the
source event. Temporal and spatial modifiers— in simple contexts at least— describe the
result state (40), while manners, instruments, and even material sources can freely modify
the event (41).
(40) Context: Last week, some kids broke a window in the store across the street. Today
I asked you about it and you said:
K´̄ah̀̄ı
¯
g`̄au
chǽh̀ı:gÒ:
in the morning
héjáu
hétÓ
still
àucàus´̄a
¯
ubàu
ÒkÒs´̃O:bÒ
window.INV
è s´̄ad`̄au.
è−sá:+dÒ:
I−shatterC+be
‘This morning, the window was still broken.’
(41) a. Manner
Chènbô
>
tsènbô:
cow
th´̄agái
t’á:éáj
carefully
è
¯
fénd`̄au.
`̃e−pén+dÒ:
D−butcherC+be
‘The two cows were carefully butchered.’
b. Instrument
Chènbô
>
tsènbô:
cow
qâujò
k’Ô:=tò
knife=INSTR
è
¯
fénd`̄au.
`̃e−pén+dÒ:
D−butcherC+be
‘The two cows were butchered with a knife.’
c. Material
Hóldá
hóldá
shirt
thápkáuijò
t’áp+khÓj=tò
deerC+skin=INSTR
è
¯
áumd`̄au.
`̃e−Óm+dÒ:
D−makeC+be
‘The two shirts were/are made of buckskin.’
6DIST = distal deixis, PRES = presentative
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4.2 Three differences from adjectival passives
The result stative isn’t exactly like the German adjectival passive, for it differs in three
ways: It occurs with detransitives, agents are easily added, and it is licensed by verbs of
saying and hearing. This section discusses each of these differences in turn.
4.2.1 Result states with detransitives
Result statives can occur with detransitivized verbs. The detransitive marks event passives,
anticausatives, out-of-control actives, and manage-to actives— essentially, events that have
no controlling agent (Watkins 1984, Harbour 2007).
(42) Transitive
Yáifáu
jájpÓ
rope
gàt thâlj`̄au.
éæ̀P−t’âl−tÒ:
1S>3P−sever.SG−MOD.TR7
‘I will cut the rope in two.’
(43) Detransitive
Yáifáu
jájpÓ
rope
gà thátjéth`̄au.
éæ̀−t’áPté−t’Ò:
P−sever.SG.DETR−MOD
‘The rope will snap in two.’
The detransitive involves a non-agentive Voice◦ head (left) that doesn’t introduce an
argument, while the transitive form is agentive (right) and does introduce an argument.
(44) VoiceP
VP Voice◦
NON-AGENT
VoiceP
DP
agent VP Voice◦
AGENT
Both voice forms can be used with +d´̄au, though the meanings are slightly diffferent:
D´̄au-incorporated transitives are adjectival passives (45), while d´̄au-incorporated detransi-
tives only express the result of a change of state (46)— showing that the result state form
is not introduced at Voice◦.
(45) Transitive
Yáifáu
jájpÓ
rope
gà thâld`̄au.
éæ̀P−t’âl+dÒ:
P−sever.SGC+be
‘The rope is cut in two.’
(46) Detransitive
Yáifáu
jájpÓ
rope
gà thátcád`̄au.
éæ̀−t’áPcǽ+dÒ:
P−sever.SG.DETRC+be
‘The rope has snapped in two.’
7MOD.TR = modal with transitive verbs
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4.2.2 Agents can be added to result statives
Agents can be added easily to result statives, as dative/applicative arguments. Compare
(47) below to (34), the same sentence without the added argument.8
(47) (N´̄au)
nÓ:
me
àucàus´̄a
¯
ubàu
ÒkÒs´̃O:bÒ
window.INV
náu têmd`̄au.
nÓ−thêm+dÒ:
I:1S−breakC+be
‘The window was broken by me.’
4.2.3 Result states without theme changing
Result states of saying and hearing are common, but unlike German result statives, they
do not require the theme to undergo a change. For instance, the verb th´̄au ([t’Ó:]) ‘hear’ is
intransitive despite combining with a CP, and is used to describe the actual event of hearing
something (48a). If you’re describing the fact of having heard it, you use the result stative
th´̄aud`̄au ([t’Ó:+dÒ:]), for the subject is in the result state of having heard it (48b).
(48) a. À th´̄au
Pà−t’Ó:
1S−hear
mát`̄a
¯
udàu
[máth`̃O:dÒ
girl.INV
è ´̄a
¯
nê.
è−P´̃a:nê:]
I−come.IPFV.EVID
‘I heard the girls were coming.’
b. À th´̄aud`̄au
Pà−t’Ó:+dÒ:
1S−hearC+be
mát`̄a
¯
udàu
[máth`̃O:dÒ
girl.INV
è ´̄a
¯
nê.
è−P´̃a:nê:]
I−come.IPFV.EVID
‘I have/had heard the girls were coming.’
4.3 A mediating relation for results
Essentially, proposals for adjectival passives involve converting a property of events into a
property of states resulting from having undergone the event.
Rather than appeal to result states directly, we might simply employ the converse of the
meaning of the [cause] feature that Kratzer (2004) proposes to build Germanic causative
phrases like wipe the table clean.
(49) J wipe the table clean K ' λeλw. wipe(e)(w) &
∃s[ cause(s)(e)(w) & clean(the table)(s)(w) ]
Instead of denoting the set of events causing some state, the mediating result relation
MR denotes the set of states caused by some event.
8The dative/applicative is also used for affected possessors, so (47) can also mean ‘My window was
broken’.
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(50) J MR K = λPe,swtλxλsλw. Z(x)(s)(w) = 1 &
∃e[ P(x)(e)(w) = 1 & CAUSE(s)(e)(w) = 1 ],
where Z is a free variable denoting a
contextually-determined relation (Maienborn 2009).
READ: s is a state with property Z that holds of x in w, and there is an event e of P
involving x that caused s
Crucially, result statives do not introduce any attitude or content. Setting aside what
‘be’ means, applying MR, we propose the following meaning for being severed:
(51)
u
wwwwww
v
VP
thâl
〈sever〉
MR
V◦
d´̄au
}

~
= λxλsλw. Z(x)(s)(w) &∃e[ sever(x)(e)(w) & CAUSE(s)(e)(w) ]
READ: s is a state with property Z that holds of x in w, and there is an event of
severing x that caused s
I’ve seen no cases of object incorporation being licensed by result statives. We might
expect this absence, since the theme is the subject. However, agent incorporation can occur.
(52) Chégùn
>
tségùn
dog
s`̄anéqàuld`̄au.
∅−sà:né+k’Òl+dÒ:
S−snakeC+biteC+be
‘The dog is snake-bitten.’ / ‘The dog’s been bitten by a snake.’
To capture this possibility, assume a binding version, MRB, which takes a noun argument,
assigns it an agent role, and binds its entity argument.
(53) J MRB K = λQλPλxλsλw. Z(x)(s)(w) = 1 & ∃e[ ∃y[ Q(y)(w) & agent(y)(e)(w) ]
& P(x)(e)(w) = 1 & CAUSE(s)(e)(w) = 1 ]
READ: s is a state of Z that holds of x in w, and there is an event e of P(x) that
caused s, which has an agent of property Q
5. Conclusion
This brief survey has led us to propose six mediating relations, which necessarily intervene
in the semantics between two combined verbs in a compositional semantics.
1. MC : (Subject) control
2. MCB : (Subject) control + entity binding
3. MT : Tough
4. MTB : Tough + entity binding
5. MR : Result state
6. MRB : Result state + entity binding + agent theme
Kiowa verb incorporation and types of mediating relations
This set of proposed relations leaves us with more questions than answers: How many
relations are there? Should there be a limit? If so, what sets it? Are there two relations (bind-
ing and not) for every single kind? Or does part of the meaning need to be left to context?
Can we decompose these relations? If we can, what is the syntax of V+V constructions?
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